
9/16/13 (2) 3:30 Riding the waves together in style, ease, grace, allowing, and
relaxing. Full appreciation.

6:20
Gluten Intolerant people with RNA Drops?
Environment seems more toxic. But, 17th Century England
people were living until 40 because of pollution.

9:03 RNA Drops under tongue. Isn't even going into the gut.
10:04 Gluten Intolerance - genetic condition

Gluten irritates gastrointestinal lining and causes digestive
issues.
Work around for people who have leaky gut via minerals.
Have problem assimilating food; something in your life you 
can't digest.
Blog about Total Biology

14:53 Work with Dr. Jim Walters showed RNA Drops can balance

15:38

Mentioned not speaking your truth as an issue.

Tired all the time.
Eating 10 drops in morning and 10 in the evening.
Energy doesn't last.
Just crash after work.
Taking care of mother and have full time job.
When you talked about being overloaded, that resonated
You can't stop; you are doing the work of three people.
On a certain level you have the right to be tired.
Take more care of yourself if you can.
Get local social services in to give you time off.
Ask for help and do not take it all on yourself.

19:41 Chapter 23 of the Revelations Series - get help from your angels
No bleeding, no pain but getting larger over time.
Concerned about size of them.
Driven by hormones.
Combination of products should help balance that out.
At menopause they will stop growing.
Size doesn't matter. Only treatment is surgery.
Do not have children. Been taking care of mother.
Fibroid can develop in lieu of a child.

29:32 Skin preparation for getting stitches out.
Had surgery on hands
Skin sprays that can be sprayed on. I don't do stitching
removal. Ask pharmacist. Also, there are gels, too.
Our products aren't drugs that will numb your skin.

34:45 Lifetime of chronic asthma.
50 years of wheezing and sputtering.

Pico Ionic - pico = small

out of range stressors
Added ReLyte and ReAline
Hyper parathyroidism

Uterine fibroids

Blue Ice Royal from Green Pastures for Vit D, A, and K2



2 months into taking RNA Drops, the asthma stopped.
After emotional clearing.

Lost weight and no longer bloated.
Hardly use puffer, maybe once a day.

37:53

Total Biology referral so they can get the mind out of the way
out of their emotions of what they are going through.
Layers of attachment to emotional problems.
If your survival depended on being ill, you will have symptoms.
when stressed.
It's a survival mode, not intelligent, but learned.

Go into hyper appreciation.
41:00 Does RNA Drops enhance good bacteria.

Bacteria don't play a part in the cells.
They are not inside their cells.
What we are working on is perfecting cells, detoxing cells,
feeding cells.
We are not working at the bacterial level at all.

Don't imply that the body is stupid.

Automatically moving to a balanced state.
43:56 How do you know when to get tested and how much minerals

to take?
Hair analysis - bias seems hair analysis is too arbitrary
2-3 months ago what minerals you take and hair having to grow.

intelligence.
48:44

Yeast free diet helps intestinal balance

Conditions get worse and worse because of poor digestion.
50:17 The products are teaching me something, if I just relax.

Then, I feel balanced, and I don't worry.
Can get balanced more easily now.
Give the products some time and relax more.

What does this mean?
Since I can't fix it, I'm a failure.

Dropped all steroids and antihystamines.

Client on completement program. Emotional clearing ongong.
Prebirth issues on.

Total Biology timeline.

RNA Drops are a fermented product so they are probiotic.
So they will enhance human bacteria as a probiotic.
Will run by iON again.

Completement products together are balancing.

What's required by the body and be bioavailable.
Sensitive bowel led me to minerals in a pico meter size.
ReLyte in very low amounts in the right proportions, 100%
biolavailable. Body will use them in balance.
Completement products are perfect compliment to body's

Crohn's Disease and Collitis

Completement Line will help.

If you've been ill in your life, you've become hypervigilant.



How can I be a failure, if I'm a God
Worry, blame yourself right away.
We create contrast for the enjoyment for being in the
physical on earth.
It's an adventure, an experience, a learning.
We are not a failure when we click into our power and
balance.
Either slow or fast can be enjoyable.
Enjoy your life as you have it.

53:58 Are ye not Gods yourself?
I AM.
The sky may fall but it's not going to fall on us.
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